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Where Were They?Where Were They?



Consumer Product Relationship
❖ All about the customer experience 
❖ Small batch, home made, local ingredients
❖ Interactive with customers
❖ Two locations = different vibes

Consumer Product Relationship



Competition
Shickshinny

Soft serve ice cream 
Hershey ice cream

Scranton

Mannings Dairy Farm

Other Desserts

Bakeries in Grocery Stores
Rita’s Italian Ice

Brennan’s Big Chill

Competition
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Segmentation
❖ Ice cream lovers vs non ice cream lovers
❖ Locals versus those living outside the area
❖ Different moods- happy AND sad 

Segmentation



Target Customer
❖ “Everyone!”
❖ Children- fun truck
❖ Adults- alcohol infused
❖ Trying to be inclusive to non-dairy eaters too

Target Customer



Positioning
❖ “Premium small Batch, homemade, hard ice cream that uses local 

ingredients and has no preservatives, hormones or stabilizers”

Positioning



Differentiation
❖ Homemade

➢ Not just selling Hershey’s
❖ Hard ice cream

➢ Competitors around sell soft ice cream
❖ Specialty Ice creams

➢ Alcohol infused, Cookie Sandwiches, Ice Cream Cakes

Differentiation
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Product
❖ Homemade ice cream

➢ 60-65 total flavors
➢ 30-35 in the store at a given time
➢ Want to create ice cream with alcohol 

for adults
❖ Cookie Ice Cream Sandwiches
❖ Catering events

➢ Truck can be used for large events
➢ Larger batches can be made with prior 

notice
❖ Ice cream making classes

Product



Price
❖ Plan is to sell a scoop for $4
❖ Highest price point is $7 for a single serving 

➢ Excludes whole cakes and massive orders of ice cream

Price



Place
❖ Storefronts

➢ First location in Shickshinny
■ Opened in June 2018

➢ Second location in Scranton 
■ Opened in January 2020

❖ Ice Cream Truck
➢ Used for first time in June 2019
➢ Enables the business to take the 

product to customers

Place



Promotion
❖ Diverse marketing mix

➢ Facebook/Instagram pages
■ Memes

➢ Newspaper
➢ Fundraising sponsorships
➢ Mailers with coupons
➢ Delivery truck
➢ Own a website domain

Promotion




